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Allan Deas (ESP)

You can know Aysha´s work here: www.ayshatengiz.com

New York Times, The Washington Post and Facebook.

stories and an array of characters. Aysha’s clients include The

Her work is colourful and playful, she enjoys working with

WELCOME TO iJUNGLE
ILLUSTRATION AWARDS 2021!

Aysha Tengiz is an award winning illustrator based in London.

Breeze Hu is a freelance illustrator and comic artist who has
been a lifelong art lover. She worked on children’s books,

48

Currently, she lives in Baltimore for the illustration practice
program in MICA. Besides drawing, she loves music before
Millenium, feature films, and stand-ups.
You can find more about her work here:

JOSÉ MANUEL SARAIVA (POR)

José Manuel Saraiva was born in Porto in 1974, where he

graduated in Communication Design at the Faculty of Fine

Arts of the University of Porto. He teaches at ESAD, School

of Arts and Design in Matosinhos, Portugal

His work has been distinguished in Portugal and abroad,

highlighting the selection for the Show of Illustrators

at the International Children and Youth Book Fair in

Bologna; the Society of Illustrators (USA) annual exhibition;

Comunication Arts Illustration Annual, 3x3 Children’s

Show, Graphis New Talent Design, Una muestra de

Ilustracion Ibero Americana Contemporanea at the National

Library of Madrid; International Biennial of Illustration for

Children, ILUSTRARTE, (Special Mention, 2003); Bratislava

https://breezehuart.cargo.site/
Illustration Biennial (2005), Mostra Internazionale

144

right now has two forthcoming children’s books in late 2021.

d’illustrazione per l’infanzia, Le Immagini della Fantasia.

82

editorial illustration, and her biggest passion - comics.
In the 2020 ijungle awards, she won the ‘Best of Best’ that year,

In 2014 and 2018 he was awarded the Best of the Best by
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BREEZE HU (CHI)

the Hii Illustration International Competition. You can

SELF-PROMOTION
Danqi Sun (CHI)

www.ijungleawards.com

38

EDITORIAL
Gold Medalist and Best of the Best winner
Lea Berndorfer (DEU)
64
NEW TALENT STUDENT
Jia You (CHI)

AYSHA TENGIZ (UK)

COMICS
Jiatong Liu (GBR)

8

find more about his work here: https://www.behance.net/

This year we had a great articipation: 1327
illustrations from almost 55 countries. We
continue to try to publicize the work of
some of the best contemporary illustrators
in an affordable contest.
We appreciate the participation of all! Now
is the time to show the public all the choices
of our jury, with special emphasis on the
gold medals and silver medals (added this
year!) of this contest. We hope you enjoy
this high quality exhibition as much as we
like it here on the team. We hope to see you
again next year!
Kind regards,
iJungle Team
ijungleawards@gmail.com

BOOKS
Luigi Olivadoti (CHE)
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1. Can you tell us a little about yourself, 7. Quick answers:

Luigi
Olivadoti
(CHE)

I grew up in the Principality of Liechtenstein, Favorite

where you’re from, where you studied, and Favorite
where you are at now?

movies:

Amarcord,

Godfellas,

Gremlins
musics

to

work:

New

Wave,

but my parents are italians. I studied visual Salvatore Ganacci, Mr. Oizo, Lucio Dalla and
communication at the Lucerne University other italian music
of Applied Sciences and Arts. And I live and Favorite Hobbies: to bake
work with my family in Zurich.

Magic wish: more time

2. Why did you become an illustrator?

8. What is the best piece advice you’ve had,

mail@luigiolivadoti.li
I I was invited by Büchergilde
Gutenberg to illustrate «Andrea
Delfin» a crime novella by Paul
Heyse. Set in Venice in the year
1762, the man with the alias
Andrea Delfin lost his siblings to
the unjust system of the republic
of Venice - and vows retribution.

I just wanted to do something with in regards to illustration or otherwise?
drawing and I honestly didn’t know what Don’t follow a trend, be nice and show
an illustrator was before I found out you perseverance.
can study it.
3. What artists/things do you most admire
and how did they influence your work?
The works of my friends, old paintings,
comics, series, films, actually, everything
that is somehow original, funny and
beautiful.
4. How did you find your style? Has it
changed since you started?
It has changed a lot I think. I have perhaps
become a little freer and don’t overthink
too much.
5. Can you briefly describe your creative
process?
I make a very quick sketch and send it to
the client, he gives me the okay, and I’ll just
draw it as quickly as possible. But if it is
for a book or a story, the process is much
longer and can take months, or years.
6. Best and worst part of your job:
Best: that I earn my living by drawing.
Worst: office work

www.ijungleawards.com
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GOLD
MEDAL
Luigi
Olivadoti
(CHE)
mail@luigiolivadoti.li
I I was invited by Büchergilde
Gutenberg to illustrate «Andrea
Delfin» a crime novella by Paul
Heyse. Set in Venice in the year
1762, the man with the alias
Andrea Delfin lost his siblings to
the unjust system of the republic
of Venice - and vows retribution.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Alona
Millgram
(ISR)

An
Chen
(TWN)

alonamillgram@gmail.com

chenyingann@gmail.com

I The Princess And The
Rock - A children’s book based
on a biblical tale commentary,
written by the author Ruth
Calderon. The story is about a
young and clever princess that
is presented with a riddle by her
father, the king. All the kingdom
consultants are trying to help
her solve it but in the end, the
princess solves the riddle all by
herself in her creative way.

H

www.ijungleawards.com
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The Running Gods.

www.ijungleawards.com

Barbara
Vagnozzi
(ITA)

SILVER
MEDAL
Bruno
Santos
(POR)

bvagnozzix@gmail.com
I FELINICITà is a silent book
written by Azzurra D’Agostino,
poet, and illustrated by me.
We’ve already published four
titles together, this is very new
and still unpublished. It talks
about freedom and dream,
about animals and children, an
most of all about empathy. Is
realized in mixed media, pastel,
watercolour, monotype and
digital. Author and illustrator
really worked together on this
project, like if it was a dream
dreamt by both of us at the same
time.

www.ijungleawards.com
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mantraste@gmail.com
H Fora de Tom/ Out of Tune.A
Serie of illustrations for a
book about the LGBT icon of
Portuguese pop music, Antonio
Variações, written by Ines
Fonseca Santos and edited by
Pato Lógico and INCM. The
illustrations are printed in 3
colors, yellow, blue and pink in
offset. The book was published
in Portugal, in May 2021.

15
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Claudia
Wirth
(CHE)

Evelina
Oliveira
(PRT)

mail@claudiawirth.ch

evelinaoliveira16@gmail.com

I A CAKE FOR CROCODILE.
Mouse decides to bake a cake.
For Crocodile’s birthday.That
surprises Bear: a mouse-sized
cake couldn‘t even fill a gap
between two of Crocodile’s
teeth. But Mouse knows better.
She knows exactly how her
cake should look.It should be big
and beautiful and delicious—the
best cake in the whole world!
But even though Bear lends
a hand, everything turns out
completely differently than
planned. This is a story about
dreams and reality. And the gap
in between.

H The Jungle Book” adapted
by Adélia Carvalho
The story of Mowgli adventures
in the gungle”.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Greer
Stothers
(CAN)

Julia
Sarapata de
Carvalho
(POL)

greerstothers@gmail.com
g Kaleidoscope of Dinosaurs.
Cover art for Kaleidoscope of
Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life, a
book exploring the patterns and
colorations of extinct animals in
the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. This
is a 5-ink risograph print.

www.ijungleawards.com
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juliasarapata.illustrations@gmail.com
H Flippity Flopppity Wing.
Picture Book for children.
Author & Illustrator: Hayden
Billingy, Julia Sarapata de
Carvalho.Publisher: Sugar
Apple Books.ISBN-13: 9781735124445.What would a
butterfly do if she lost her
wing?.In this touching story,
Butterfly searches high and
low for a way to fix her wing
and learns on a fulfilling
journey that maybe, nothing
needs fixing at all. It is a
compelling children’s story
that promotes self-acceptance
when presented with an
unexpected change.

19
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Katya
Klimova
(RUS)

Lera
House
(RUS)

ekaterina.klimova.v@gmail.com

Hello@lerahouse.ru

I Lady and Possum is a small
unpublished picturebook about
loneliness and friendship. The
main character, Teresa, lives
with opossum named Benedict
in a small town. Reading this
story, we learn up about habits
and hobbies of the characters.
Moreover, we will know a
little bit more about their
past. I wanted to talk about a
loneliness and a loss. The main
character loses her husband
in the past and remains in the
void. Until she meets a little
possum who needs a help.

H The adventures of two boys
who met alien guests.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Luka
Tilinger
(SRB)

Natalya
Efremova
(RUS)

lukatilinger@gmail.com

nata-des5@yandex.ru

I Sazbuka, written by Rade
Tanasijevic. Editor: Vladislava
Vojnovic Publisher: Sluzbeni
glasnik. 156 pages, all illustrated.
Poetic children’s book. A girl and
her uncle, keeper of the forest,
spend the summer together,
as she is learning the letters of
the alphabet. For each letter
there is a chapter, in which they
find a plant whose name starts
with that letter. Text is mostly
laid out on leaves (see one
illustration provided with text),
so the entire book is designed as
a herbarium of stories.

H Illustrations for Dickens’s
book “A Christmas Carol”.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Nicolas
Badout
(FRA)

Pavel
Bulva
(BLR)

nicolas.badout@gmail.com

bulva_p@yahoo.com

I This illustration series
was produced in 2020 for the
French publisher “Monsieur
Toussaint Louverture”, as part of
the reissue of the masterpiece
“Sometimes a great notion” by
Ken Kesey..These illustrations
take inspiration from deep
American folklore, for a book
that sets the storyline in 1960s
Oregon..I wanted to mix the
reality with the reverie, to give
life to the differents elements
like the sky, by the undulations,
or the river, central character of
this story, by the accumulation
of eyes.

H 16 commissioned illustrations for Stefan Zweig.”Sternstunden der Menschheit”
/ “Decisive Moments in
History”Published by Great Star
Culture Communication Co., Ltd
(Shanghai), 2021.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Pavinee Na
Thalang
(DEU)

Peipei
(CHI)

pavinee.nt@gmail.com

H Black butterfly. Black
Butterfly is a picture book. The
story tells the happy story of
the Black Butterfly family. It is
a beautiful, romantic and poetic
story written by a poet. The five
illustrations are excerpted from
this picture book.

348235774@qq.com

I MiMi & ViVi is a picturebook
with sci-fi sibling rivalry theme,
made by traditional collage,
watercolour and coloured pencils.
It tells a story about the journey
of a pair of extraterrestrial twins,
MiMi and ViVi who lived in a farfar-away planet, in a far-far-away
galaxy. Despite being twins, they
only had two things in common: 1.
Passion for gardening. 2. Passion
for winning over the other to
become the best gardener in the
whole universe.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Petra
Šestáková
(CZE)

Seed
Design
(TWN)

sestakova.p@gmail.com

seed.design@msa.hinet.net

I Two Towers. I adore
Tolkien’s stories. So I escaped
into his world and created my
vision of his work where green
fights against red. Ents against
orcs. People of Middleearth
against Mordor. But it all lies on
two small hobbits. Illustrations
of six selected chapters from
Lord of the Rings Two Towers
by J. R. R. Tolkien. Unpublished
book that I created as my
diploma thesis at Ladislav
Sutnar Faculty of Design and
Art, teacher: Renáta Fučíková.
Book and cover graphically
edited by Lenka Novosadová.

f The 4 books in the set are
about 4 rural communities
in Taiwan that have initiated
a Satoyama style multigenerational effort at landscape
restoration leveraging local
traditional culture and modern
science and commerce. 1. The
Spring on the Highland is about
Gonglaoping, Taichung. 2.
Farming Village Co. Unlimited
is about Gongrong, New Taipei
City. 3. Letters the Blue Sea
Wrote to the Land of Coastal
Terraces is about Fuxing and
Xinshe, Hualien. 4. Shining Herb
Village is Shangde, Taitung.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Sin U
Leong
(CHI)

SILVER
MEDAL
Taoyu Li
(CHI)

sandyleongsinu@gmail.com
g Grandma’s Milky Tea
is a zine including text and
illustrations. The story is
based on a true story of a
Japanese children’s literature
author, Aiko Umeno, and her
late grandma. As an ordinary
woman in the past, her late
grandma supported her family,
and experienced illness, war,
and toughness in her life. I’ve
turned these memories into
magical moments, which are
full of imaginative illustrations.
I’d like to respond to the sincere
emotions flowing in her
personal and intimate story.

www.ijungleawards.com
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872626110@qq.com
H This children’s picture book
is called ‘Little Mole and Stars’.
The little mole who is blind
went on an adventure from the
countryside to the city. During
his journey, he received help
from everyone, which made
him feel much less afraid of the
city. The star is a metaphoric
and conceptual expression of
a warm heart. This story tells
the young readers, everyone is a
twink star, and we collectively
are a sky full of stars.

31
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Vanda
Tais
(RUS)

Varvara
Grankova
(RUS)

vanda.varvara@yandex.ru

vargrana@gmail.com

I Illustrations for a folk
tale “The Apples of Youth and
the Living “, made in Adobe
Photoshop.1.The Tsar(king)
instructs his sons to get apples
and living water.2.Fyodor
evich chose the path of being
married.3.Ivan Tsarevich picks
apples.4.Tsarevichs Fyodor and
Vasily steal apples and a jug
of living water from Tsarevich
Ivan and get rid of their brother
by throwing him into the
abyss.5.And at that time, Ivan
Tsarevich himself went to the
tent of Sineglazka.

H One day of a rain worm.
Non-fiction. Once a little
earthworm crawled out of its
burrow for a walk ... Whom
will he meet? And what kind of
weather does he prefer? What
does he eat? You will learn about
all this and much more in this
book. But this is not just a story:
in the comments, the author
explains how earthworms live,
how they work, what they love
and what threatens them.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Vera
Marova
(RUS)

Zeng
Viqi
(TWN)

vmarova@mail.ru

515315452@qq.com

I «The Thirteenth Labour of
Hercules» by Fazil Iskander is a
capturing story set about a boy
named Chik and his friends.
The plot takes place in a seaside
Caucasian town between 1938
and 1940. The book is written
for middle grades and includes
a lot of active action. Therefore,
I used extreme foreshortenings
and perspective distortions. A
sense of the subtropical country
conveys through the bright and
intense color palette. Mixed
media includes stencils and
traditional materials.

H China’s Little Red Riding
Hood, she is in an ancient ethnic
tribe. What magic will her
grandmother give her hat?

www.ijungleawards.com
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Zoe
Liu
(USA)
xantheliu@foxmail.com
I Based on a true story
captivating the very essence
of an exceptional adventure.
Inspiring diverse ways of
travelling and the intrinsic
nature of companionship. A
story about a mouse as he
accompanies a young man on
his cycle tour from Cornwall to
Barcelona, a cycle tour across
France inspiring originality
and diversity in a voyage of
exploration.

COMICS
CATEGORY
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GOLD
MEDAL

1. Can you tell us a little about yourself, 3. What artists/things do you most admire

Jiatong
Liu
(UK)

My name is Jiatong Liu, I come from China His visual graphic novels lead me to find

where you’re from, where you studied, and and how did they influence your work?
where you are at now?

and went to the UK to learn illustration at my passion for drawing short comics and
Kingston University, now I graduated and also learning to use different perspectives
lived in London as a freelance illustrator.

to tell stories.
4. How did you find your style? Has it

liujiatongseven@gmail.com

2. Why did you become a comic artist/ changed since you started?

I Blue moon.Tears drop
through the heart on the ground.
From then on My sky appears a
blue moon. My emotions flood
at night. It drowns me in every
sleepless night like the sea
waves. I am floating in my own
tears, these tears come from the
memories of the past, the lost
loved ones, and the loneliness.
I write this short poem named
the ‘blue moon’ based on these
emotions. The blue moon is
formed by my tears, which only
rises at midnight. So I created a
short comic based on this poem.

www.ijungleawards.com

Brecht Evens is my most admired artist.

38

illustrator?

I think I didn’t deliberately find my style. I

I like to draw when I was little. I began to keep drawing and it came to me naturally.
know illustration when I was in college It evolves with time I used watercolour a
and suddenly find my passion for it like lot before but now I am more comfortable
a match sparks the flame. I began to self combining my hand drawing with digital
study it until I came to the UK to properly tools.
study it as my major. Then it naturally
became my career as an illustrator.

39
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5. Can you briefly describe your creative 7. Quick answers:

Jiatong
Liu
(UK)

the fuzzy idea I begin to draw doodles and Favorite Hobbies: raise pot plants

process?

I am inspired by many things and once I got Favorite musics to work: Pandora
brainstorm to make this idea more specific. Magic wish: invisibility
Then I test the colour and materials and try
different layouts and compositions before 8. What is the best piece advice you’ve
making a time plan.

had, in regards to comics/illustration or
otherwise?

liujiatongseven@gmail.com
g Blue moon.Tears drop
through the heart on the ground.
From then on My sky appears a
blue moon. My emotions flood
at night. It drowns me in every
sleepless night like the sea
waves. I am floating in my own
tears, these tears come from the
memories of the past, the lost
loved ones, and the loneliness.
I write this short poem named
the ‘blue moon’ based on these
emotions. The blue moon is
formed by my tears, which only
rises at midnight. So I created a
short comic based on this poem.

www.ijungleawards.com

Favorite movies: Amélie
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6. Best and worst part of your job:

To be true to yourself, to draw the thing you

The best part definitely is taking full charge like and be brave to be yourself.
of your time. You can choose anytime to
start work. The worst part is your personal
life is totally mixed with your work, and
keeping self-discipline is also hard.
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Book
Karnjanakit
(US)

Chendi
Xu
(CHI)

hello@koobta.art

chendixu0216@gmail.com

I A series of personal
reportage comic strips about
periodical cicadas in the eastern
states of the United States in the
summer of 2021.

www.ijungleawards.com
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H Title: Josef and the Wonder
Violin. Josef, a violinist and an
eccentric nutcase, had a super
ability to empathize the musical
pieces and to have trans-timeand-space conversations with
the musical composers while
playing on his violin. He was
obsessed in his talent and
devoted his life to composing
“the greatest” music.
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Fei
Tang
(CHI)

SILVER
MEDAL
Sundae
Kids
(THA)

fergustang96@gmail.com
I Title : Unreal.Description:
This is one part of my 52 pages
comic story, Unreal. The story
descibes an infinite cycle of
psychological change process
from psychological collapse to
self-healing and collapse again
to explore where is the safe
haven in our hearts. The main
character constantly is running
and escaping to find his safe
area. Finally, he find that he
will meet different problems in
different situations, he just stop
the step and directly face the
difficulty, the fire will fade away.

www.ijungleawards.com
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studio@sundaekids.com
H Rocky Road.Rocky Road is
a 14-page comic about a man,
a woman, and their journey on
a rocky road. It tells a story of
a life of a man, and what his
live has been through in his
relationship.
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1.Congratulations for wining this year! there will be some nice and exciting projects
now and whats next for you?

there are several ongoing personal projects

Allan
Deas
(ESP)

Thank you for selecting my artwork!

that I’m working on & I hope to finally update

Can you tell us a little about where you are and in the meantime when I have spare time

At the moment I live in Barcelona, Spain my website in 2022!
presently working on a few interesting Aside from work I hope to travel more which
assignments. I split my time between I believe is a great source of inspiration for
commercial & personal projects which me & my work.

allan.deas@mac.com

means I’m normally always busy but I

I Equestrian Dreams’.
Commission for Twinings
Taiwan & Hong Kong for seasonal
promotion. Illustrations used on
packaging, website, social media,
gift giveways such as silk scarves
and coasters, event backdrop
and decorations. POS and store
displays. The brief was to capture
the feeling of a royal horse show
with characters and narrative in
the style of a traditional luxury
silk scarf.The horses dance in the
Central waiting to perform and
the guards in the 4 corners share
romantic moments.

feel keeps my work fresh & interesting! 2.About this year award, how did you get
Personal work can attract new interest & this commission?
different types of clients & commercial gigs This commission was from a client I had
can inspire new self initiated work!

worked with previously, a PR & marketing

As any year, working as a freelance designer company in Taiwan. I’m not sure how they
or illustrator you can never really predict heard about my work but I think it was
what the coming year will hold but for sure through Instagram. I do tend to always try

and ask a client where they found me but royal & romantic elements.
they don’t always respond!

After initial research, I presented mood
boards for style & colour then sketches

3.Can you tell us a little about this work? of ideas. The client chose their preferred
How was the development process? What layout & after agreeing on colour etc, final
were the steps you took, from the moment artwork was created. As in any commercial
you got the brief, until it’s ready to be job there was feedback & adjustments but in
delivered?

general I had quite a lot of creative freedom

This project started with quite a loose brief, on this project which is always nice &
basically the theme was ‘Horses’. After shines through when you have enjoyed
initial brainstorming it was decided the making the design.
design would be inspired by royal horse Finally we derived other designs from the
shows & composition in a classic silk scarf main image all which were used along
layout with a central element & other small with the full illustration in the campaign
stories & patterns around. This idea linked on marketing material, website, packaging,
well with the brand’s core customers as gifts

including

well as the horse-show & English heritage backdrops
inspiration.

for

silk

scarves,

events,

coasters,

instillations

shopping malls &an animation.

for

A lot of

I chose to include the soldiers later on but work but very fun & rewarding seeing the
www.ijungleawards.com
www.ijungleawards.com
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the client was pleased as it added back in final outcome!
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4.What do you think people enjoy the most paper with pens then scanning I recently

Allan
Deas
(ESP)

smile, whether through colour, characters learn more things on that!

about your work?

went fully digital so I now work also with

I think people like that my work makes them iPad pro and procreate. One day I hope to
or a cute idea. As I often use a lot of detail
and little elements within an illustration 6.What is your favourite thing in the world
I think people really enjoy looking closely to illustrate?
and discovering all the hidden content I don’t have any one favourite thing to

allan.deas@mac.com

within very rich and detailed pieces.

I ‘Equestrian Dreams’.
Commission for Twinings
Taiwan & Hong Kong for seasonal
promotion. Illustrations used on
packaging, website, social media,
gift giveways such as silk scarves
and coasters, event backdrop
and decorations. POS and store
displays. The brief was to capture
the feeling of a royal horse show
with characters and narrative in
the style of a traditional luxury
silk scarf.The horses dance in the
Central waiting to perform and
the guards in the 4 corners share
romantic moments.

illustrate, part of the joy of being an
illustrator is being able to design different

5.What tools do you use to draw?

things on different days. Though I do enjoy

I work digitally mostly in Adobe illustrator illustrating animals. I also like when I get
& photoshop. Initially I draw my elements carried away with details & can hide fun
by hand and then combine in the computer little secrets around the image or imagine
like a digital collage where I finish off with stories with the characters!
colour & effects. After years of drawing on
7.What does a day in your life look like?

naturally in time. Once you have one your

Depends if it’s a work day or a weekend! – work will start to look cohesive & that
It’s important to take days off to charge your helps clients to understand what they are
batteries too so I try keep my weekends free getting. Don’t get preoccupied with what
to relax.

other illustrators are doing, just get on with

A typical work day would be wake up at a your own thing & not compare yourself too
reasonable hour ( Though I’m definitely not much! After all, individuality is what will
a morning person! ) Day starts with a coffee make your work attractive!
& breakfast ( the most important meal of Editorial is a great way to start with quick
the day! ) Then I usually check emails and small projects & you also get your name
do any research or admin and non creative printed - free advertisement!
part of the job. I like to get out and take a Don’t work for free ever, know your worth!
walk in the park or get a bit of exercise after & use resources like the AOI or SOI that can
writing a list of all the tasks needed for offer invaluable information for a small
the rest of that day. Creative time usually subscription. It can be a rewarding career
starts in the afternoon and it’s the evening but don’t have disillusions that illustration
or even night time where my creative is only drawing pretty pictures! Do be
juices really get flowing! If I really get into a aware it’s NOT a glamorous job & it is NOT
project I could easily work late though the an easy career – being freelance can be
night though usually my stomach telling tough & you need to do many roles in your
me “it’s dinnertime” is what ends the work ‘one man’ company. Apart from the nice
day! In the evening I like to cook, watch a bits & design side you also need to market
movie or series or meet friends for a drink. yourself, find new clients, network, admin,
Invoices, chasing payments, negotiating
8. Do you have any advices for younger prices & contracts, licences for copyright
illustrators?

etc.

At the start, have fun, explore how you Don’t give up!
enjoy drawing or creating your work &
www.ijungleawards.com
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don’t focus on getting a style as it will come
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Ernest
Khroshok
(UKR)

Grace Gu
(CHI)

khoroshok.erik@gmail.com

f Scenes of ancient Chinese
towns.

414613183@qq.com

I These arts are about
nature and man as one and
inseparable. Nature is around us
and we are in it. Sometimes this
is confrontation and sometimes
harmonious coexistence.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Irena
Ocepek
(SVN)

JoãoVaz
de
Carvalho
(PRT)

irena.ocepek@gmail.com
I Music school.Commissioned for Music School -Makewhich represents a different
approach and method to music
teaching without age limitation
focused on an individual and
their needs. School is located
under the Castle of Ljubljana
city that’s famous for it’s legend
of a Green Dragon. Illustrations
invite people to learn music
with spontaneity where one
can express in a more free and
improvised manner and where
everybody can feel included.
That spirit and innovation is
portrayed in illustrations.

www.ijungleawards.com
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jvazcarvalho@sapo.pt
f Almonda = Al Mundo, a
river around us. Project about
the biodiversity of the river
Almonda.
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Judith
Krimski
(USA)

Manuel
Šumberac
(HRV)

judithkrimski@judithkrimski.com

manuel.sumberac@gmail.com

g ILCA North American
Championship Poster celebrating
this yearly regatta held on windy
San Francisco Bay. The poster
portrays two ILCA dinghies
sailing downwind with the
San Francisco skyline in the
background. Design is intended
to convey the excitement of
dinghy sailing and inclusiveness
of the regatta which welcomes
co-ed fleets and sailors of all ages
from youth to adult. Artwork by
Judith Krimski created in Adobe
Illustrator and Photoshop.

H Set of five illustrations
done as a part of new branding
named “BERBA” (“HARVEST”) for
Bertoša Wines. Bertoša Wines
are made from grapes growing
at 350 m above the sea level, on
the tops of Istria (Croatia) and
are harvested exclusively by
hand. The hard accessibility of
the hills, although favorable for
the quality of the wine, makes
it difficult to have machines in
the vineyard, so the grapes are
harvested exclusively by hand.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Molly
Cheang
(CHI)

Seabomna
Choe
(GBR)

hengcheang2014@gmail.com

seabomna.choe@network.rca.ac.uk

g The commercial poster for
LISBOETA MACAU ‘s restaurant
and market.

H Garden of Diversity.The
project was commissioned by
Ethelburga Community Garden,
in London, for their entrance
mural. The design is inspired
by the garden’s feeling of
richness. With a combination
of its farm produce, it depicts
a pleasure ground that brings
healing, positive ambiance, and
happiness to the garden and it
is expected to be blended within
the entrancing atmosphere. The
colour aims to be vibrant, full of
life, and radiant with great hope
to be spread over the area.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Sin U
Leong
(CHI)

SILVER
MEDAL
Stano
Xie
(CHI)

sandyleongsinu@gmail.com
g This is a visual image
commission for a parents-child
theatre series by Distance
Cooperative Theatre of Macao.
The lights of windows attract
me so much, this illustration
poster depicts different shapes
of homes, which represent a
variety of family types including
two-parent family, single-parent
family, domestic helper’s family,
grand-parenting family, and
patient’s family etc. Every family has its own happiness and
difficulties as if they are going
through unpredictable weather.

www.ijungleawards.com
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stano836@gmail.com
H GIRLS’ POWER.
Commissioned by Genesis
Beijing Reading Season for their
recommended Sci-fi book, THE
POWER authored by Naomi
Alderman, telling a dystopian
story of a world in which
women take the position of men
with superpower.
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Theotime
Noel
(FRA)
theotimenoel@hotmail.com
g Once you know.. Collector
movie poster for a documentary
focusing on climate change,
the knowledge of the crisis
ahead of us, and the way we
can work together. I used both
digital art and watercolor for
this drawing, designed for
risography printing. The metro
has been flooded for a long time
and we keep on with our way of
life, tourism and selfies. A joyful
denial where life goes on.

EDITORIAL
CATEGORY
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BEST
OF THE
BEST

1. Can you tell us a little about yourself, 2. Why did you become an illustrator?

3. What artists/things do you most admire 4. How did you find your style? Has it

where you’re from, where you studied, and I know it‘s a cliche, but I‘ve always loved

and how did they influence your work?

where you are at now?

to paint and create. Rather by chance than

There are a lot of artists I admire and who In the beginning I tried out differant styles,

I am an illustrator based in Hamburg, following a conscious decision, I ended

influence my work. But depending on where techniques and focal points. It was clear

Germany. In 2017 I graduated in illustration up studying illustration without exactly

I see a gap in my work, the influences often pretty quickly that painting would be my

GOLD
MEDAL

at the University of Applied Sciences in knowing what to expect. Lucky me, for it

change. At the moment I am in love with way of expression, but it took me some

Hamburg. For three years now I‘ve been can be a wonderfully versatile and exciting

the work of Celia Jacobs, Paul Blow and time to realize I wanted to work in the

working as a full-time illustrator specialized profession.

Jason Holley.

on colorful editorials and infographics,

Lea
preferably with relevant content and added
Berndorfer value. Topics concerning our environment,
politics and science are particularly
(DEU)
interesting to me.

changed since you started?

informative field: I enjoy familiarizing
myself with new topics and then solving
the puzzle of how to best explain the subject
matter with visual aids.

leaberndorfer@gmail.com
g Health for all.Cover and editorial illustrations for the german
“Amnesty Journal”, published
March 2021. The corona virus
vaccine is in short supply, and
western countries are arguing
about it. This doesn‘t bode well for
most african, asian and american
countries, who will likely have
to wait years for vaccinations.
But also regarding other diseases
medicine is scarce and very
expensive in many parts of the
world - everyone’s health is at
risk. (AD Heiko von Schrenk)

www.ijungleawards.com
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5. Can you briefly describe your creative

Lea

research

process?
Every comission starts with a detailed
process.

Parallel

analogue

sketching helps extract the main message.

I play with different ideas and options
Berndorfer Then
in a digital sketch. After consulting the
(DEU)
client I create the final illustration with
a mix of analogue

leaberndorfer@gmail.com
g Health for all.Cover and editorial illustrations for the german
“Amnesty Journal”, published
March 2021. The corona virus
vaccine is in short supply, and
western countries are arguing
about it. This doesn‘t bode well for
most african, asian and american
countries, who will likely have
to wait years for vaccinations.
But also regarding other diseases
medicine is scarce and very
expensive in many parts of the
world - everyone’s health is at
risk. (AD Heiko von Schrenk)

acrylic painting and

digital post-editing.
7. How did you get the ideas for the piece
that won the Gold Medal?
Theme of the issue was „ health for all”: The
corona virus vaccine is in short supply. But
also regarding other diseases medicine is
scarce and very expensive in many parts
of the world - much like an unattainable
luxury product. It was my goal that the
illustrations make these injustices visible.

8. Best and worst part of your job:

Favorite Hobbies: yoga, crochet, movies,

The best part is being immersed in a hiking
painting while listening to a good book.

Magic wish: three more, please

The worst part is having to work late
evenings when a lot of work accumulates. 10. What is the best piece of advice you’ve
had, in regards to comics/illustration or
9. Quick answers:
Favorite

movies:

otherwise?
The

Fifth

Fantastic Mr. Fox, Lady Bird, ...

Element, As you research and think about a topic,
sketch

the

information

and

thoughts.

Favorite musics to work: No music when I This speeds up the process and lets you
think, audiobooks when I paint
www.ijungleawards.com
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come up with new and interesting visual
connections and ideas .
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Alexandra
Budilkina
(ARE)

Bingjie
Cui
(USA)

boodilkina@gmail.com

yeah.bingjie@gmail.com

g “ This crazy year” for me, as
for many, it was a crazy year,
there are no rules in this picture,
I combined those colors that I
do not combine in ordinary life,
I worked with the technique in
which I usually do not work, I
took cartoon characters instead
of heroes, the characters are just
ghosts. the world sometimes
collapses, so that something
new comes out.

f This is an editorial illustration for CNN’s article “These
people thrived in pandemic
isolation -- and aren’t ready to
return to ‘normal’ socializing”.
The article is about the socially
anxious people are enjoying the
isolation and are fear of back to
the public life.

www.ijungleawards.com
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David
Habben
(USA)

Flore
Deman
(BEL)
flore@floredeman.com
f This illustration was
for Markant Magazine and
visualized a difficult theme
of ‘femicide’ - the killing of
women because they are
women. The numbers of
femicide are astonishingly
high. The illustration shows the
difficult fear from the female
perspective.

hello@davidhabben.com
g This illustration was created
to accompany mediation courses focusing on the connection
between the mind, body, and
emotions. It will be used for
marketing purposes and as
prints.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Jessie
Lin
(CHI)

Nan
Zhu
(USA)

linxi100@hotmail.com

zanlices@gmail.com

g For Madison Magazine,
about the deeply rooted
problems local restaurant
industry is facing.

f Board games called “storms
and rovers” for the New York
Times Kids China. It mainly
tells about interesting stories
on Mars and teaches relevant
geography knowledge.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Robert
Carter
(CAN)

Rui
Pu
(CHI)

rob@crackedhat.com

puruiperry97@gmail.com

g ‘Riot Mind’ - What were the
Capitol rioters thinking on Jan
6? For The Washington Post.

f A magazine’s cover in
collaboration with Chatham
House. About ‘Young raise their
voice for change, Global waves
of protest are reshaping the
world’. This cover story depicts
a toppling statue called Cecil
Rhodes, a narrative about the
wider movement to “decolonize”
education across South Africa.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Schorsch
Feierfeil
(AUT)

Yusi
Song
(CHI)

contact@schorschfeierfeil.com

songyusi@hotmail.com

g LOST PIANOS. Illustration
for a review of “The Lost Pianos”
by Sophy Roberts. “The Lost
Pianos of Siberia is about
my piano hunt - a quixotic
quest through two centuries
of Russian history and eight
time zones stretching across
an eleventh of the world’s land
surface. It reveals not only an
unexpected musical legacy, but
profound and brave humanity
in the last place on earth you
might expect to find it.” - Sophie
Roberts

f Shower. It’s an imaginary
magazine cover that illustrated
traditional shower style in
the public baths in Beijing. I
mainly description of the male
customer. They usually like
play chess, cupping therapy,
pedicure, drink tea and read in
the lobby. I think this is a way
to relieve the pressure and stay
away from trouble. Of course,
this kind of traditional public
shower place is diminishing
day by day.

www.ijungleawards.com
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Zhihan
Wang
(USA)

Ekaterina
Kazantseva
(RUS)

zhihanart@gmail.com

kazanekakate@gmail.com

g Title: European Super
League. Editorial illustration
for New York Times for Kids
China. Article is about the found
of European Super League and
why and how it works. In the
article, the author describes
it as twelve knights (clubs)
who betrayed the king (UEFA).
Material: Digital

f About mice.A series of
illustrations for the magazine
“Krakatuk” based on the story of
B. Prokhin about how he made
friends with mice and began
to closely observe their habits.
The author describes funny
and surprising situations in his
story. I wanted to illustrate this
story in the form of pictures
made in mixed media. 3D
characters live in the same
space with drawn elements,
calligraphy and photographs of
real objects. I enjoyed playing
with it!
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1. Can you tell us a little about yourself, more, so I went to Camberwell. During my

Jia You
(CHI)

I was born in China and attended the China the effort I put in to realize the ideas I

where you’re from, where you studied, and postgraduate studies, I experimented with
where you are at now?

various painting techniques and enjoyed

Academy of Art, where I studied illustration had in my head, and I was ecstatic when
and comics. I worked as a visual designer I saw the outcomes. I sometimes feel proud
in a media company for a few years after of myself for being able to paint such a

296487852@qq.com

finishing my undergraduate degree. After beautiful picture, haha. Anyway, drawing

g “Ester”. This is a picture book
of a little girl named Ester looking
for her father with following his
voice. These sounds are spoken
by objects related to her and Dad.
I focused on those items with
memories as mediums to solve
the misunderstanding between
father and daughter, because of
lacking communication. Let them
speak, and let people understand
each other.

that, I moved to Camberwell College to makes me happy, and now illustration is
pursue

my

postgraduate

illustration an art of play in my mind, which makes me

studies. I am very appreciative of the time more relaxed; most of the time, I just enjoy
I spent at Camberwell. It allowed me to see the feeling of it when I draw.
more wonderful paintings and introduced
me to an entirely new world of art. Now I 3. What artists/things do you most admire
am back in China, painting and working as and how did they influence your work?

University of the Arts London
Dave Williams

a teacher and illustrator in Nanjing.

“Skip” by Molly Mendoza has had a
significant impact on me. When I was

2. Why do you want to become an drawing, I had a lot of habits that I wanted
illustrator?

to forget and break away from. Then, my

I’ve been drawing since I was ten years old, tutor suggested this book. I’ve now ripped
although I didn’t realize what I was doing through this book and am blown away by
at the time. I simply believed it was the the colors, layouts, and drawing style. When
only thing that could keep me still.

I read this book, I got the impression that

I unexpectedly studied illustration till I the images in her head were completely
went to university, which was my first unrestricted, and that any bright color
introduction. And after four years of study, could

be

neutralized

and

stabilized.

it went from being a strange major to Because of her book, I began to experiment
becoming an integral part of my life.

with considering add black to my paintings

My working life, I mostly did design work, in order to stabilize my illustration, as my
but I missed the feeling of drawing even images are also very pure in color and can
easily become cluttered if I am not careful.
My

tutor

also

recommended

another

picture book, Dave McKean’s “Black Dog.” effective this manner.
This novel, on the other hand, is great. I’m not a realistic illustrator, and I don’t
How can there be such a genius who has always care about the finer points. As a
unrestricted access to all materials in his result, I can’t sketch carefully in some
possession? There is no sense of a border. places when I’m working on paper; many
I often feel confined in my box, so a more of my paintings feel incomplete. However,
relaxed mood is what I seek, and this book combining a digital image with handprovides just that. I have a lot of admiration painting effectively eliminates this issue.
for a talented illustrator.

But I don’t think I’ve found my style yet
either; I guess I’m still experimenting.

4. How did you find your style? Has it
changed since you started?

5. Can you tell us how teachers have had

I used to enjoy comprehensive media an important part in your instruction?
and was even prejudiced towards digital I owe a debt of gratitude to my undergraduate
painting since it lacked serendipity, but supervisors,

who

introduced

me

to

that has all changed. When the Covid illustration and made me fall in love with
-19 arrived and I was unable to purchase it. My postgraduate professor opened my
any more paints materials, I attempted to eyes to a larger universe for Illustration.
recreate the texture of hand painting using Dave, my postgraduate tutor, told me that
digital painting. As a result, it was more I would make an excellent illustrator.
www.ijungleawards.com
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He

Jia You
(CHI)

diverse literature to study in order to get that has followed me through many nights

always

encouraged

experimenting,

affirmed

me,

promoted 7. Quick answers:

my

thoughts, ‘Coco’ is one of my favorite films.

believed in my decisions, and offered Favorite work music: “Tourbillon,” a tune
more confidence. I felt like I’d stepped into of painting.
the world of illustration because of him. I Favorite Hobbies: Fitness.
still reach out to him when I’m lost; he’s Magic wish: to be wealthy, hehe.

296487852@qq.com

my spiritual guru, and I believe I’ve met the

g “Ester”. This is a picture book
of a little girl named Ester looking
for her father with following his
voice. These sounds are spoken
by objects related to her and Dad.
I focused on those items with
memories as mediums to solve
the misunderstanding between
father and daughter, because of
lacking communication. Let them
speak, and let people understand
each other.

greatest.

8. What is the best piece advice you’ve had,
in regards to illustration or otherwise?

6. Best and worst part of your job:

Don’t give up. Stick with it if you enjoy it.

Best: I get the feeling that I am creating the Many other issues may develop during the
world, and it gives me a fantastic sense painting process, prompting people to give
of accomplishment. I’m overjoyed to be up or seek a solid source of income. But if
able to accomplish what I enjoy while still you stick with it, you’ll think it’s the best

University of the Arts London
Teacher—Dave Williams

overcoming adversity after adversity.

job you’ve ever had.

Worst: Occasionally, I’m a bit poor haha. The second step is to continue to think.
And I am not understood by the people When I take a break from painting to
around me either.

think, I always get a lot more done, and
my advancement is always the result of
thinking.
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Anna
Andreeva
(RUS)

Chaoying
Lin
(CHI)

anna2000andreeva@gmail.com

759658353@qq.com

I These are illustrations for
a fairy written about prince,
princess and their surreal
adventures.I attached illustrations of a sly snake under
the blanket; princess with her
friend Pangolin walking in a
forest; whale-bird from a dream;
dragon, the beast and princess
running through the forest; a
ghost following victims in a
dark forest.There is a lot about
forest in a book :) In illustrations
I created alternative surrealistic
world, where all characters exist
together.

H When I live alone.”Urban
empty-nest youth”, which is a
huge group in China, refers to
young people who live alone in
the city away from their parents
and relatives. Except for work,
they spend most of time alone.
I used ink-printed color blocks
and sulfuric acid paper to create
small spaces for them. When
they live alone, they express
their emotions freely, independently and interestingly. I want
to use this work to show this
group when alone is different
from when they are in social
relations.

Higher School of Economics

Nottingham Trent University

Teacher—Varya Alay
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Chunhua
Wang
(DEU)

Chuyun
Huan
(USA)

13chunhuawang@gmail.com

heatherhua96@gmail.com

I Daydream.My illustrations
are derived from my dreams. I
think dreams are like a parallel
space-time parallel to real life,
which is a “real life” in another
sense. In this “reality”, we are in
an uncontrollable state, time ,
Memories are no longer carried
out in a linear manner, but
various superimposed collages.
When combining and recreating
these dreams, they also want to
present a possibility of life.

H Agoraphobia depicts a dream sequence of the protagonist
who experienced panic attacks
in public and returns to the
place she was born to find her
inner child.
Fashion Institute of Technology

Hochschule für Künste Bremen
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Dali
Wu
(CAN)

Dannie
Niu
(USA)

enfuie@gmail.com

dannieniu@gmail.com

I Originally a board game
designed by a multinational
team in France and Canada,
based on the well-known and
evocative legend of the inseparable lovebird Biyi of China, this
comic book derived from the
background of the game. It tells
the story of the Emperor Li Longji and Concubine Yang, who
transformed into a pair of souls
and travelled through ancient times, guiding villagers to fly over
the gorges of a remote village
in Yunnan to find the long-lost
oasis of modern people.

H Divination wines are dedicated to creating classic wines
with intense flavors. Inspired by
the “The Lovers”, “The Hermit”
and “The Empress” cards in the
Tarot, the three different flavors
of Divination wines correspond
to each other Pinot noir, Pinot
Grigio and Red Blend.
Savannah College of Art and
Design

Université du Québec à Montréal
Teacher—Éric Letourneau
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Denisa
Váňová
(CZE)

Doina
Axenti
(ROU)

denisava@seznam.cz

doinaaxenti@yahoo.com

I title: Reading from Saint
John .subtitle: the second
misery has passed, aj, the third
misery is coming quickly.The
book is based on the text from
the Holy Bible and shows the
constantly updated theme of the
apocalypse and try to translate
it to the present. The big part
of the text appears on the
bookmarks.In the illustrations,
I connect a lot of different
techniques and try to resort to
silence and statics. There are
warning red accents to indicate
an following disaster.

H
National University of Arts
George Enescu, Iasi
Teacher—Atena Elena Simionescu

Ladislav Sutnar Faculty of Design and Art, University of West
Bohemia in Pilsen
Teacher—prof. akad. mal. Mikoláš Axmann
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Ellen
Walker
(GBR)

Fangyu
Ma
(USA)

ellenwalker97@yahoo.com

fangyumatu@gmail.com

I Muses and Demons- A Very
Normal Autobiography.Selected
pages from my comic, which
discusses themes of neurodiversity in families, mental health
and identity, and disability advocacy. Through this I hope to
translate the convoluted inner
workings of the neurodiverse
brain, to not only spread awareness of disabilities, but to also
highlight the very pressing issue
of disability discrimination and
ableist educational structures
in the UK.

H Illustrator and designer based in Atlanta. Pursuing master
degree of illustration in SCAD.
SCAD
Teacher— Phivi Spyridonos

Royal College of Art
Teacher—Debbie Cook
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Gabriela
Rodrigues
(PRT)

Goyen
Chen
(TWN)

maria.gabriela.ascencao@gmail.com

rcom926@gmail.com

I 1.Hannah Hunt – Non-official
vinyl cover art for Vampire Weekend’s song Hannah Hunt.
2.Freya and the Seagull Invasion
I - Illustration for a self-written
book about my dog Freya and her
latest adventures with the city’s
seagulls.
3.Freya and the Seagull Invasion
II - Illustration for a self-written
book about my dog Freya and her
latest adventures with the city’s
seagulls.
4.Mago – Illustration of a character from Miguel Torga’s book
Bichos.
5.Queen – Non-official cover art
for The New Yorker.

H The 365 days Taiwanese
Foods Calendar presents a
variety of Taiwanese food as
the main visual presentation.
Combining the traditional shredded calendar, the merchandise
presents the meaning of 365
dishes of Taiwanese cuisine.
The calendar design features
illustrations and is accompanied by descriptions of ingredients, corresponding eating
months, the 24 solar terms, and
eating corresponding festivals,
all of which reflect how oriental
people value time arrangements
in their culture.
Asia University

ESAD, Matosinhos

Teacher—Hsiaoting Tang

Teachers—José Saraiva and
Mariana Rio
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Huang
Yv Juan
(CHI)

HyunJin
Seo
(KOR)

2539071744@qq.com

01hyunjin@gmail.com

Lucky Tarot.We can use Tarot
as a map, painted with symbolic
patterns and symbols, indicating the various road signs
on the inner road, and using it
correctly can give us an inner
and new perspective of any
unknown situation. in this set
of illustrations with flowers,
human body, natural scenery,
metal and other elements to
create twenty-two major arcana
cards, each card has a symbol,
pointing out the inner thought,
subconscious motive hidden
fear and desire;each card had
multiple meanings.

H Even after the Covid-outbreak, streets of South Korea
have never stopped but been
busy with people continuing
their normal lifestyles with face
masks protecting them. This
series of drawings developed
after some Korean children
shared their perspective of
viewing the people with masks
on. The contrast between what
is shown and hidden by face
mask provides an image/idea of
‘a face split in half’, allowing the
children to discover and align
half splitted circular images
with the half covered face.
Camberwell College of arts
(UAL)
Teacher—Jayoon Choi
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Ieva
Gvazdaityte
(LTU)

Jialin
Wei
(GBR)

pastasievai@gmail.com

jialinwei623@gmail.com

I A series of digital drawings
exploring absurd situations.

H This is a collection of illustrations about parallel worlds,
time travel and cosmic space.

Rhein-Waal University of Applied
Sciences

University of the Arts London
Teacher—Leah
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Jin
Xia
(USA)

Jody
Sweeney
(GBR)

jinxiaart@gmail.com

sweeneyjod@outlook.com

I A series of personal narratives inspired by my childhood
experience.

H A series of illustrations
expanding on the Aesops
fable ‘Belling the Cat’. The
illustrations follow the narrative
of the mice after the events in
the story.

Maryland Institute College of Art
Teacher—Whitney Sherman

Arts University Bournemouth
Teacher—Lisa Richardson
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SILVER
MEDAL
Kseniia
Stepas
(UKR)

Linong
Ding
(CHI)
dinglinong12@163.com

kseniiastepas@gmail.com
I “Perverzion”.These are the
illustrations for the postmodern novel “Perverzion”, by the
Ukrainian writer Y. Andrukhovych. The title of the novel,
“Perverzion”, is translated as
a distortion, and it became
one of the concepts for my
illustrations. This is how the
bizarre images of heroes and
architecture of Venice appeared.
They are gradually warped and
distorted. For my illustrations,
I chose the collage technique
with drawn elements, thereby
representing a fragmented
perception of the world.

H Title: Lamb. This is a comic
about how children understand
death. The plot is based on my
real childhood memories. My
knowledge of death comes from
my pet goldfish as a child. They
were beautiful but too fragile.
Their state after death is so
different from when they were
alive that even children could
notice. The story in this comic
was the first time I had seen the
whole process of animal death.
The stark contrast between
the lamb and the other living
animals around it gave me a
great shock.
University of Edinburgh
Teacher—Michael Windle

National Academy of Visual
Arts and Architecture
Teachers—Galinskaya Galina
and Oleg Gryshchenko
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Luchen
Ma
(CHI)

Lulu
Yo
(USA)

1094957652@qq.com

luluyoart@gmail.com

I This is a story about Mr.
Mr. It mainly tells that after he
entered the workplace, he was
controlled by material and fell
into the whirlpool of desire for
constant consumption. I hope
that contemporary young people
can protect themselves from
what they want.

H ‘Two Stories: The Man and
The Raven, and The Invisible
Woman’ is a graphic novel with
two fictional thriller stories of a
couple‘s different memories of
the same trip. One suspects his
girlfriend is possessed by a raven. The woman feels becoming
invisible because of the man’s
negligence. The books are made
with gatefold binding, readers
can read the woman’s story with
a 180° rotation after reading the
man’s. This book aims to arouse
readers’ reflection and resonance about intimate relationships.

Arts University Bournemouth
Teacher—Lisa Richardson

Fashion Institute of Technology
Teachers—Anelle Miller, Dennis
Dittrich, Brendan Leach
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Ma
Shuai
(ITA)

Matthew
Holland
(GBR)

horsebufootsome@gmail.com

mh232613@falmouth.ac.uk

I Title: Dog town .The story
takes place in 2033, a city called
Dog Town, where the residents
of a dog town work together
every day, in different departments, depending on their occupation, and of course every once
in a while a supervisor comes
by to check up on them.

f Editorial Illustration for
Article: The Migration Crisis and
Nexus Thinking, Article author:
Martin Schönfeld Publication:Journal Of Global Ethics.”Guatemalans form a major part of the
northward migration to the U.S
border.U.S. carbon policies drive
Guatemalan coffee farmers in
the Global South into poverty;
poverty pushes them into
displacement, and displacement
makes them migrate to the
Global North.”

Academy of Fine arts of
Florence

Falmouth University
Teacher—Nigel Owen
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Mengjie
Wang
(GBR)

Muge
Li
(USA)

mengjiewang1996@outlook.com

limugggg@163.com

I Under the influence of consumerism, fashion has become
a fast consumable, and people
consume too much to meet
their material desires. The book
takes jeans as the main element
and completes a question and
answer picture book - why do
I always need a new pair of
jeans? I hope to expose the truth
behind excessive consumption
through my works, to appeal to
people to reflect on themselves:
have we thought about the
starting point of our shopping
and the real price we pay?

f Gemma’s Polka-dotted
Journey
Syracuse University
Teacher—Nigel Owen

Kingston University
Teacher—Paul Postle
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Ningci
Jiang
(CHI)

Qiyuan
Wen
(CHI)

axjiangjnc@gmail.com

aoisme@qq.com

I The Imperfect Alice.This
children’s picture book is about
a girl who learns to accept her
imperfections through her
mother’s encouragement and
support. Inspired by my own
experience, this picture book
aims at all the children who
struggle with high self and
social expectations.

H HIGHLIGHT MOMENT.These
are the two oldest scenes in
my memory. Of course, they
were only more than ten years
ago. For our Chinese primary
school students at that time, the
highlight moment was nothing
more than receiving the award
on the podium at the end of
the semester and becoming a
student representative in the
auditorium. What I thought was
glorious at that time is now full
of haze. I miss the years at that
time, but I don’t miss myself
who was not smart and confident at that time.

Harrow International School
Beijing
Teachers—Fiona Meng, Li Wang

Being University
Teacher—Weijia Zhuang
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Rita
Terra
(PRT)

Shir
Daniel
(ISR)

terraanarita@gmail.com

shirda524@gmail.com

I Rewild Yourself - Mockup of
of 4 posters done for a fictitious
TEDx Porto campaign about the
environment.

H Ballet set design - Swan
Lake.Set design and costumes
for the Swan Lake ballet by
Tchaikovsky, and inspired by
the post-impressionist works
of Paul Gauguin..In this project,
I focused on the combination
of intense colors and the
passionate primitive style of
Gauguin, with the Swan Lake—
a love story based on a Russian
folk tale.Madeusing digital
illustration.

ESAD, Matosinhos
Teachers—João Castro

Bezalel Academy of art and
design
Teacher—David Polonsky
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Shunzi
Mao
(CHI)

Shuyi
Li
(USA)

18857163971@163.com

thecloverliart@gmail.com

I The material for this series
of artworks is selected from
“The Classic of Mountains and
Rivers”.The cultural differences between the East and
the West create the diverse
characteristics of the art which
arises correspondingly with the
culture. The various styles of
the illustrations strikingly differ
across regions. The illustrator
aims to integrate Chinese and
Western illustration languages
into all her works.

H The story of the Doggo Prince is about a little doggo prince
had never been outside of his.
Fashion Institute of Technology
Teacher—Anelle Miller

University of the Arts London
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Tanya
Karchun
(RUS)

Tián
Yú
(CHI)

sin.neba@gmail.com

thysania.yu@gmail.com

I These are illustrations for
my author’s book “Don’t get Bored”, which I drew on the course
“Author’s Book” at the HSE. The
story is about two teenagers
who, by the will of fate, found
themselves in the mountains
and, despite the contradictions
in their characters, are trying
to build a relationship. Material:
watercolor, black graphite,
colored pencils.

H “Sleeping Forest“ . In a dark
forest with no sun, the children
find wish and light for the
forest......
Academy of Fine Arts of
Bologna
Teacher—Mario Rivel

Higher School of Economics
(HSE)
Teacher—Maria Skaf
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Tianxing
Du
(GRB)

Tim
Kreisel
(DEU)

tianxingdu99@gmail.com

kreiselt@hs-pforzheim.de

I This story was inspired
by the time I spent in the
valley behind my grandmother’s
house.

H Title: the lake. The illustrations are inspired by the short
story “the lake” by Ray Bradbury.
Hochschule für Gestaltung
Pforzheim
Teacher—Sophie Schmid
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Ugne
Becker
(DEU)

WU
ZHEN
(GBR)

ugne.becker@gmail.com

jayneanngwz@gmail.com

I 1. ‘’Cyanus’’. The cornflower
and its color are a permanent
memorial to a handsome boy
who loved flowers. Digital
drawing. 2. ‘’Kurtu’’. My children’s illustration series introduces Kurtu, a curious figure on
a quest to discover nature and
fall in love with it. 20x20cm.
Coloured pencil on paper.. 3.
‘’Sensibilities’’. Don’t be ashamed,
nobody is perfect. I like you the
way you are. DIN A2. Coloured
pencil on paper.

H This is a creative wood
book which can be decorative
illustration. There are eight.
University of the Arts London

Bauhaus Universität, Weimar
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Xinran
Shi
(GBR)

Xintong
Luan
(CHI)

jake97325@gmail.com

1009974977@qq.com

I THE CROWED. The combination of time, place, and
characters will form a specific
story environment. If the story
environment is determined in
advance, can a group of people
be delineated? I got the idea for
this project when I read Gustav’s
The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind. We live in a society
of large groups, and within this
large group, there are many
different small groups. These
groups can be organization, or
they can be a scene, and what
I’m imagining is a story of the
disorder.

H This is a story about a cat
wanting to be a tiger. Finally the
tiger became friends with other
animals in the forest.
University of Creative Arts
Teachers—Yang Dong, Sophie
Allsopp

Glasgow School of Art
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Xinyi
Bi
(CHI)

Xinyun
Xu
(CHI)

bixinyi7@gmail.com

xxy_simba@163.com

I <Platero and I> Platero and I
is a Spanish prose poem written
by Juan Ramón Jiménez. Platero is a silver-colored donkey
who throughout the years is
seemingly the only constant
friend and companion of the
author, who understands everything, except for the language of
humans, just as humans do not
know the language of animals,
but he gives his master joy and
sincere warmth.

H My Neighbour Must Be a
Monster, is a picture book tells
the story of two neighbouring.
Kingston University
Teachers—Postle Paul; Miers
John; Black Stephanie

China Academy of Art
Teacher—Jie Li
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Xiran
Luo
(USA)

Xu
Dong
(CHI)

lluo01@mica.edu

17875919553@163.com

Maryland Institute College of Art

H Walk a dog.I have a little
dog. He is my family and good
friend. When he was at home,
he was very quiet and always
accompanied me to paint. He
was a part of my life. But whenever I go out for a walk with
him, he will hold his strength
and bark loudly at everyone and
everything. He is saying: Here I
am! hello everyone! The world
is mine!

Teacher—Whitney Sherman

Academy of Art University
Teacher—Christopher Budz
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Xuan
Liu
(USA)

Xuan
Liu
(USA)

xuanillu@163.com

xuanillu@163.com

g

Gardner Museum

f

Syracuse University

www.ijungleawards.com
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Syracuse University
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Xuan
Zhao
(GBR)

Yachen
Zhou
(CHI)

Erkai.Z@outlook.com

599254031@qq.com

I The Fox.The picture book
tells the story of a fox fairy who
is not accepted by humans and
animals.If I am not enough to be
a human, or an animal, or even
a creature, then who am I?In reality, there are many people who
have tried their best to reach a
higher position than the others
before they are brave enough to
reveal their innermost feelings,
but even so, it is difficult to avoid
the curses.I use this work to
show that no matter where or
who you are, you will always be
welcomed by some.

H Humans try to predict the
future by processing a lot of
data. However, it remains uncertain even when the probability
is high. Before the elevator’s
door opens, no one knows
what’s inside. Maybe a big grey
rhino, or a little black swan
bringing a storm. Sometime we
wait for a better chance, but a
worse one comes.
Dalian University of Foreign
Languages
Teacher—Yuqing Guo

Kingston university
Teacher—Postle Paul
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Yi
Chen
(GBR)

Yi
Liao
(USA)

ychen118@sva.edu

yiliao0221@gmail.com

I It’s all homework from
fantasy illustration class and
children’s book class. So most of
them is related to fantasy and
kind become a serie, like mermaid, witches,and maiden.

H Title: Cycle of Life. Description: This series of illustrations
depicts my personal feeling and
understanding of death, living,
and being reborn. The choices
of each one’s color, shape and
composition convey my belief
that each status has its own
power and relationship with
nature.

School of Visual Arts
Teachers—Peter Mccarty Stanley Martucci Peter Fiore

Savannah College of Art and
Design
Teacher—Thomas Burns
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Yifei
Zhang
(GBR)

Yimeng
Wu
(CHI)

zhangyifei1212@163.com

wuyimengabc@126.com

I Bed Man. I use the concept
of “bed” as a metaphor for the
status quo of life, study and
work of young people. Faced
with difficulties or troubles,
they are more likely to escape.
Once they escape, they like to
lie down and do not think about
anything, so the bed is used
to compare the mentality of
modern young people to escape.
Bed man, narrowly defined as
someone who carries his bed on
his back, is not uncommon in
society and can sleep anywhere
he wants.

H This is a group of illustrations created for patients with
eating disorders, describing the
process of a female patient from
illness to recovery. It aims to let
more people know about eating
disorder and give psychological
support to patients. This group
of works has a strong Chinese
style, each work is interrelated
and rich in detail. The whole
work contains 8 pictures (5 of
which are here) which is full of
narrative.

Kingston University

Teacher—Sinead Evans

University of the Arts London

Teacher—Mr Paul Postle
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YinXin
He
(DEU)

Yiru
Lin
(CHI)

yinxinhe@gmail.com

3457269906@qq.com

I The Treatise of Steppenwolf
(Steppenwolf - Hermann Hesse):
This is a small pencil drawing
series belongs to my Bachelor
Project in book illustration. In
the book, “The Treatise” is a
flyer given to the protagonist
- Harry Haller.The text depicts
the struggle between two sides
of Harry’s psyche: the animal
and the man, the primitive and
the civilised. Alongside it also
shows him his misconception
about the very different facets of
his self-consciousness.

H My Paradise. Ink painting,
180*100cm*2 . When I was wandering outside of paradise, I was
eager to enter it. When I was
finally accepted into paradise, I
just wanted to leave
China academy of art

Fachhochschule Muenster
Teacher—Felix Scheinberger
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Yiting
Ruan
(USA)

Yumo
Hui
(ITA)

yruan@sva.edu

HUIYUMO19@gmail.com

I The Only Chicken The
only child is unique to many
Chinese families, and I am no
exception. As a child, I always
enjoyed having all the love and
attention of my parents. But as I
grew older, I found that the “only
one” was carrying much heavier
things than I thought. As an old
Chinese quote saying, don’t put
all your eggs in one basket. But
what if I was the only egg?

H In the small town, there
is a Grandpa Baker who tells
children stories every day. One
day grandpa suddenly stop
showing up, and the doctor says
that he lost a “thing”. Children
want him back as a storyteller
as before, and thus they manage
to find that “thing” out by using
their way to cheer Grandpa up.
However, the doctor said this is
not the one that grandpa lost. So
what is it? Maybe the answer is
hidden in the letter...

School of Visual Arts
Teacher—Marshall Arisman

Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna
Teacher—Maria Agata Amato
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Zijun
Zhao
(USA)
1772679279@qq.com
I This series is a dreamlike
sense without logic, illusory, intertwined with life and fantasy.
School of Visual Arts
Teachers—Fiona Meng, Li Wang

SELF-PROMOTION
CATEGORY
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GOLD
MEDAL

1. Can you tell us a little about yourself, was still more interested in the expression

Danqi
Sun
(CHI)

My name is Danqi Sun, from Hangzhou, way to expressing emotion and opinions,

where you’re from, where you

of narrative. I am a person who is not very

studied, and where you are at now?

good at expressing words. Illustration is my

China, I graduated from MA Visual Arts which is also the way of recording life. After
illustration at University of the Arts London. graduation, I published my own picture
You can also call me Grace Suen because books, so I decided to engage in more
I often use that name as my illustrator’s illustration-related work.

259292079@qq.com

pseudonym.

g This group of pictures belongs
to my picture book The Strange
Snake Story. I created this story in
August this year. The story tells a
series of experiences after a snake
with strange looks and hobbies
was captured by humans...

3. What artists/things do you most admire
2. Why did you become an illustrator?

and how did they influence your

I originally studied graphic design at the work?
BA stage, and I have been insisting on There are many artists I like, such as
illustration as a hobby. However, in some John Broadley\Atak\Roy De Forest, etc. I
early commercial projects that combined appreciate deformation and open painting
graphic and illustration, the illustration forms, their painting language, handling of
part was often more affirmed by customers, shapes, unique color matching and some
so I decided to go with the flow. It was not random brushstrokes on the pictures are all
until I applied for the illustration major It is a great inspiration to me.
at the University of the Arts London that Compared with cute and beautiful things, I
I came into contact with more narrative will be more attracted to “ugly”, strange and
methods and techniques, and found that I curious things. I think that beautiful things
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MEDAL

may be a bit stereotyped, but “ugly”; is of the picture into the picture.

Danqi
Sun
(CHI)

4. How did you find your style? Has it process?

unique and cannot be replaced.
5. Can you briefly describe your creative
changed since you started?

There may be many repetitive steps in my

In the two years I went to study in the UK, creative process. I like to separate all the links
I made a lot of attempts, and gradually and then streamline the work. For example,
formed the style at that time. However, in the initial sketch stage, I will draw a lot

259292079@qq.com

in the years after graduation, I have been of character design on the sketchbook,

g This group of pictures belongs
to my picture book The Strange
Snake Story. I created this story in
August this year. The story tells a
series of experiences after a snake
with strange looks and hobbies
was captured by humans...

exposed to many commercial projects. as well as individual elements that may
Their needs for style may not be so fixed. appear in the picture. I use elements to find
There is a trade-off between project needs inspiration, and then compose a picture.
and personal style. However, I personally Generally, there are several versions of the
like a more eccentric style, but such picture sketch. Maybe it’s because I have
preferences are not necessarily accepted by obsessive-compulsive disorder, I have to
commercial projects, so I will incorporate be satisfied with every painting session
more personal elements and styles into my before continuing to the next session.My
original works. My style there have been works are generally digital painting, so the
subtle changes, and this change is related coloring process is very simple, usually
to what I like at the moment. Recently, I done on the computer.
will be more inclined to incorporate handpainted brushstrokes and the atmosphere
6. Best and worst part of your job:
The best part is that I like to create step by
step. I will do enough research before doing
a theme.
This habit often makes me have unexpected
results in the creative process; the worst part
may be obsessive-compulsive disorder?
I like to immerse myself in the sketching
phase, experimenting and tweaking, which
leads to an overall lengthening of my
creative cycle.
7. Quick answers:
Favorite movies:&lt;The Witches&gt;
Favorite musics to work:&lt;Toxic Girl&gt;
Favorite Hobbies:play games
Magic wish: Make an original game.
8. What is the best piece advice you’ve
had, in regards tocomics/illustration or
otherwise?
Details determine everything.
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Agnieszka
Zuchowska
(FRA)

Alexander
Kupfer
(DEU)

agaartandcraft@gmail.com

Scrooge2525@yahoo.de

g illustration is about two people
in deep love who can’t stay together.

H When we were young,
“Lizard Amnesia”, “Albert VII”,
“Romance in Rimini”, “The empty bottle”: These illustrations
are part of an ongoing project
with the title “Scenes from the
Lives of Fish”. The term “fish” is
used rather loosely, including
mammals, birds, and reptiles.
Aren’t we all some kind of fish
in a pond? Trying to get their
slice of life, my creatures are as
sweet and mean as everybody
else out there. I just can’t get
enough of them.
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Alice
Tsang
(CHI)

Alice
Tsang
(CHI)

tsanghiutunga@gmail.com

tsanghiutunga@gmail.com

g Countries cannot do
complete lock-downs facing
towards pandemic. Immigrants are coming, yet the local
medical system that originated
in shortage of resource has been
fully overloaded. In such case,
medical support seem to be
corrupted. As a metaphor, the
situation is like to mop a floor
without turn off the watering
tap.

f Alice is an illustrator that
takes pleasure in observing
daily creatures in the city with
a delicate view. Loves to use
materials and objects around
her to create an imaginative
visual. She loves things related
to culture and ways of life.
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Allan
Deas
(ESP)

Arianna
Milesi
(GBR)

allan.deas@mac.com

arianna.milesi@gmail.com

I ‘Mythabet’.As part of 36
days of type - I created complete
alphabet based on the theme
of mythology. Each letter and
number is a different god, creature or character from various
different cultures mythology or
legends.

f This drawing is part of
“Alice in Wonderland”. It’s the
moment when Alice is about
to meet Mr Caterpillar. She is
completely surrounded by grass
and she is following his voice
and the smoke from his pipe.
The illustration is made with
graphite and loose watercolours. To create this drawing I
studied extensively and then
reproduced details of the grass
in the huge field on the back of
my home in Yorkshire.
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Book
Karnjanakit
(USA)

Boonyanan
Karnjanakit
(USA)

hello@koobta.art

hello@koobta.art

g Marshmallow Fishing.
Cashew the capybara and
Almond the alpaca are having
a day off, and they decide to
go fishing for marshmallows
together at the Milky River.
Mixed media & paper collage.

f Loaf Shop. From the
outside, it is a normal bakery
with all kinds of loaves. But
as soon as you enter the shop,
you might realize that they are
special kinds of loaves!
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Bufo Li
(CHI)

Caroline
Oakey
(GBR)

bufo@foxmail.com
g Bye, tiger. My appearance
is always artificially called
“peacock” (external personality),
but I have always been a “tiger”
(strong personality) in the test
results, until last year I started
to become a “koala” (gentle
personality), maybe Mature,
it may be helpless. But in any
case, testing is just an argument,
growth is good.
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f Heart Seeds ‘Let’s plant
some heart seeds’ was my
6 year old’s solution for the
sad and broken-hearted. His
sweet ideas often inspire me.
Technology will continue
to change the way we
communicate and live our
lives, for better or worse. We
should all plant some heart
seeds and spread some love.
This illustration was made for
a picture book I am working on,
about a young child coping with
his school phobia.
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Chelsea
Niu
(CHI)

Chen
Wu
(TWN)

chelsea.niu@foxmail.com

chenmei0658@yahoo.com.tw

I Symbiosis. We make cities
what they are, cities also make
us what we are. Cities reflect
our historical traditions, our
aesthetic tastes and our unique
characteristics, and they record
the hallmarks of our time. Cities
are sculptures telling our life
stories. We live in cities, while
they are a part of our life.

H Title : Idea. Description :
Artists are always looking for
unique ideas in the process
of creation. Whether they are
a painter, musician, writer or
craftsman, and this creative
journey is always full of various
moods, which may be calm,
tired, nervous or even surprises,
but it will always be a unique
journey. This series of works
is a tribute to the hard work of
artists in various fields
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Cleo
Peng
(USA)

Dusan
Silvia Maria
(ROU)

pengcleo944@gmail.com

HUIYUMO19@gmail.com

I

Cleo Peng’s illustrations.

H In the small town, there is a Grandpa Baker who tells children stories
every day. One day grandpa suddenly
stop showing up, and the doctor says
that he lost a “thing”. Children want
him back as a storyteller as before,
and thus they manage to find that
“thing” out by using their way to cheer
Grandpa up. However, the doctor said
this is not the one that grandpa lost.
So what is it? Maybe the answer is
hidden in the letter...
Academy of Fine Arts, Bologna
Teacher—Maria Agata Amato
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Emily
Yang
(TWN)

Emily
Yang
(TWN)

egemily9124@gmail.com

egemily9124@gmail.com

g / Hug hug, you are my star
/I’m going to hug you because
you are as stunning as the other
stars in the sky.We’re one of
the millions of stars in the city,
pursuing our dreams, and have
no time to stop. While we try
to be the one we wanted to be,
our confidence is destroyed by
jealousy and aggressiveness.
Life makes us ignore how much
effort we have made so far.Let
me hug you and remind you,
you are not just a little star. You
are as stunning as the other
stars in the whole universe.

f / Watching TV with grandma. /Grandma is a huge fan of
soap operas. Sometimes we will
watch those shows together.
There are lots of porcelain and
carved ware decorating the TV
cabinet. The first thing you will
see when entering the living
room is a large Japanese silk
embroidery art hanging on the
wall, grandma always sits in
front of it when she watches
TV. The fish-shaped toy next to
the TV is a souvenir I bought
for grandpa. It reminds us of
grandpa every time we watch
TV together.
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Feixue
Mei
(USA)

Inna
Gertsberg
(CAN)

feixuefeixuemei@gmail.com

inna@innagertsberg.com

I The Crowd.Exploring the
idiocy of crowds. A series of
illustrations represent my
reflection on people’s negative
group behavior, both online and
offline. An individual immersed
for some length of time in a
crowd soon finds oneself either
in consequence of magnetic
influence given out by the
crowd or from some other cause
of which we are ignorant. They
are impulsive and irritable. They
exaggerate the sentiments. They
follow each other. They judge for
no reason.

H For about 6 years now,
I’ve been creating monsters
imagined by other people. They
give me a description, and I
draw it. I’ve made hundreds of
monsters for people all over the
world. Sometimes we don’t even
speak the same language but we
somehow manage to understand each other when it comes
to making up these fantastical
creatures.
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Jessie
Lin
(CHI)

SILVER
MEDAL
Jonas
Kalmbach
(DEU)

linxi100@hotmail.com
I

Mental Health series.

mail@jonaskalmbach.de
H Smart Fox, Dumb Dachshound Bookmarks. A series of 3
bookmarks which also function
as postcards and can be sent
to clients for acquisition. They
tell a humorous story of a smart
fox (who is an avid reader)
and three dumb dachshounds
who are out to get him. Each
bookmark continues the story
and prompt the reader to read
as much as three books simultaneously. The illustrations are
inspired by the medieval era, the
fox represents a monk, which
also reflects on the early history
of books.
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Juan
Sebastián
Sanabria
Monsalve
(COL)

Kahmeng
Loke
(MYS)
kahmengloke96@gmail.com

juansamo91@gmail.com
g “A chair will always be a
chair” “Una silla siempre será
una silla”.At my school, being
able to draw was impossible, so I
became an expert drawing with
my mind. Math, and physics
turned into the best scenario to
draw flying houses with butterfly wings. Those imaginary
draws could only come to life
those days when I was sick on
a school-day. My family wasn’t
at home, so I had all the house
for my self, I felt free to draw
whatever I wanted, it was only
me, the pencil and a blackberry
juice box.
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H Skin disease. Various skin
diseases have been torturing
my life until now, but I have gradually learned to embrace my
flaws and live with them. The
way I accept myself was turning
my anxiety into painting.
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Kaining
Wang
(CAN)

Laimutė
Varkalaitė
(LTU)

opheliawang1711@gmail.com

varkalaite.laimute@gmail.comm

I

Behemoth.

www.ijungleawards.com

H THE ELEGANT FOREST.
What has elegance and forest
in common? Have you ever
noticed the wavy surface of
the forest ground covered in
moss; the wide variety of the
sculptural forms of the plants
and the monumental silhouettes
of the trees; the beauty and the
shinning of leaves on a sunny
day. When the sun appears all
the living creatures come out
of emerge from their hiding
places and the forest becomes
similar to the great mysterious
kingdom. Just imagine...
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Laimutė
Varkalaitė
(LTU)
varkalaite.laimute@gmail.com
g Proud Fungi. A Little Guard
with a Big Heart. In the olden
days when the trees were
holding the sky, there was a
time of glory and peace. The sun
was walking silently through
the days, since early morning
till late evening, touching with
its warmth and light every edge
of the forest. And that lasted for
many ages. In the forest there
was a living being which look
after the order and would help
the forest to be born, to come to
its end, and to revive once again.
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SILVER
MEDAL
Liqi
Jia
(CHI)
421133782@qq.com
f I buy flowers every week.
When I do this, I can hear the
sound of flowers.
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Lu
Liu
(USA)

Molly
Cheang
(CHI)

luliu.work@gmail.com

hengcheang2014@gmail.com

I The Endless Summer Time.
A series works about childhood
imagination and reflection of
contemporary social phenomenon.

H The dream of Sakura’s
blossom.

Savannah College of Art and
Design
Teacher—Robert T Brown
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Nan
Zhu
(USA)

Nico
Liu
(GBR)

zanlices@gmail.com

nicoliu.art@gmail.com

I “Fake Fa$t food” is a series
of illustration about how food
are made in my factory. I imagine myself as an owner of a food
company, using some strange
and evil machine to make product. The company’s newsletter
describes the process: food is
served in makeup, raw materials are soaked in chemicals
to make them fresh,etcm. In
addition, the checks received by
my employees are also carefully
designed by me, It’s a check and
a hell money.

f
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Phi Vu
Nguyen
(NZL)

Po-An
Pan
(GBR)

nguyenphivuu@gmail.com

panpoan@outlook.com

g Portrait of a woman that I
despise.

f Title: Jazz on a Summer’s
Day. The illustration inspires by
the concert film, Jazz on a Summer’s Day (1959). It represents
my interpretation of Jazz music,
which shows the vibration
of excitement and embraces
harmony of the movement.
At the moment, the audience
might experience the motion
and release from the pressure of
everyday life.
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Rhen
Tacderas
(USA)

Sheng
Qiang
(CHI)

moncherricider@gmail.com

shangguansally@yahoo.com

g Title: Strawberry Eyes.
Feeling of being overwhelmed,
the way one cannot hold in their
emotions for long, I wanted to
illustrate that through the use
of plants. The overgrowth mirroring the over flow. Although
they are fruits in the context I
felt the strawberries would give
a more visceral feeling but in a
softer way.

f Title: The new Xi’an .This is
an illustrated map of the historical city, in order to promote the
new image of Xi’an, the picture
was hand-drawn in the form of
modern illustration.
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Siming
Ma
(CHI)

Siming
Ma
(CHI)

masiming@163.net

masiming@163.net

I An old man helped others
to mend their old dolls, some of
which were old and worn out,
but the owner was unwilling to
throw them away. The old doll
carries memories of childhood
that can’t be replaced by a new
one. Maybe everyone has a doll
that they have to fix.

H A set of themed illustrations
about companionship and
warmth between humans and
animals. People and animals
often give each other comfort,
and this kind of trust makes
us braver. A bit of warmth it is
perhaps, but it can add shine to
some otherwise dull moments.
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Stephen
Zhang
(USA)

Sumiyo
Fujita
(JPN)

stephen.zhang@unt.edu

info@team-columbus.com

g Perverted CONnections.
An illustration for a poster that
exposes the child sexual abuser
and trafficker Jeffery Epstein’s
perverted relationships with
politicians, law enforcement, the
wealthies, lawyers, and royals.

f Sunny donut. Description:
Huh? This is how you play with
doughnuts, right?
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Tzu Shan
Huang
(TWN)

Wang
JIahuan
(FRA)

33original.hello@gmail.com

wangjiahuan0728@gmail.com

g Taiwan Traditional Market.
This artwork is come from
Taiwan, my hometown!.
And because I really love the
traditional market, so I want
to draw it down to make more
people know this specialscenes
in Taiwan!And I really love
drawing small details, that
makes the artwork more interesting and vivd!

H Love is the only important
thing.
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Wu
Xinlin
(CHI)

Xin
He
(CHI)

sicilywu@163.com

564429802@qq.com

g Don’t belittle those branches.The picture book uses the
tree branch as the entry point
of a story to tell the numerous crises faced by primitive
people in the jungle. It is this
insignificant tree branch that
helps primitive people become
the masters of this dangerous
jungle, thus showing their
wisdom and courage. The idea
of the picture book is that when
you face difficulties, escape may
be one way, but if you want to be
the master of your life, you need
courage and wisdom to face
difficulties.

H Journey of people in Song
Dynasty.This series of illustration was created for an unpublished book about the history,
culture, literature, poetry, life
and emotion of Song Dynasty.
The illustrations were painted
in a combination way, including
drawing on paper, watercolor
coloring, and detail drawing
on computer. The title of each
image: Capital. The moment of
parting. Dream at a ferry inn
Secular life . A festival under the
shadow of war.
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Xinyu
(Pamela)
Chen
(CHI)

Xiyuan
Wang
(USA)

pamelachen.xinyu@gmail.com

H In our mind, Angels are
holy and pure Myth creatures.
If these mythical creatures
exist, I believe they can’t remain
unchanged in centuries like the
description in the storybook. I
can’t help to ask: what are they
look like today? So I create a
series of illustrations to present
my imaginations and guess
toward contemporary angels.
They may have depression.
They may try to change their
silhouettes since they care about
their appearance. They may do
hairstyles, wear makeup and
jewelry. And perhap

xiyuanwan@gmail.com

I My inspiration comes from
the theory of Schroedignger’s
Cat, I divided the concept of
Schroedinger’s Cat into a trilogy
like a stage play. The message
that I’m sending out is that
I want to show how human
beings’ exploration of unknown
fields, a strong thirst for knowledge and the practical spirit. As
an illustrator, I combine my art
style and imagination so I can
use my strength to have different way showing the profound
theories.
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Yaren
Wang
(CHI)

Yaren
Wang
(CHI)

wangyanren0918@126.com

wangyanren0918@126.com

g Title:”I want to belive this is
a parallel universe,not a dream”.
I use the moon to represent
what I want and paper folding
to represent the world I want
to collect. The hollowed out
moon on the paper folding
corresponds to the moon in the
sky to express thinking about
illusion and reality. “Is this a
dream or the real world, or is it
just a parallel world?” This will
become the eternal thinking of
this illustration.

H This is a series of illustrations about social phobia,I focus
on to express the relationship
between people with people, and
try to explore complex emotions
and reactions.I use the balloon
head and the round head to
distinguish people with social
phobia and ordinary people,
because when people with
social phobia need to socialize,
they encourage themselves
like a balloon, and they always
pretend to be as comfortable as
others and keep them inflated.
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Yi Shan
Xiao
(TWN)

Yian
Lee
(USA)

estherxiaooo@gmail.com

leey1012257@gmail.com

g This illustration is an emotional statement while I enjoy
alone in the corner. Although
this condition can lead to loneliness, but the entertainments
that i explored is enough to rid
of my dullness.

f Fantasy Nature Series:.This
series is inspired by the beauty
of nature. To appreciate and
celebrate all types of form of life
on earth, I create 5 illustrations
in a fantasy style. This series
include: Sunrise & Sunset, Healing Tree, Magic Fungus, Forest
Guardians, and Micro Universe.
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YiJie
Chen
(TWN)

Yimeng
Wu
(GBR)

hello@yijiechenart.com

wuyimengabc@126.com

g Bon Appétit.This work is
to explore that in a highly merchandised consumer culture,
people’s desires can always be
turned into products. Through
equivalent deal that desire can
be fulfilled.I imagine when machine replaces people as the role
to supply foods, which means
the whole process of enjoying
a gourmet also simplified as
an object - toss your money
and then an instant equivalent
ecstasy goes for you.

H This is a set of illustrations about eating disorders,
focusing on the mental health
of modern women.Beauty can
also be anxious. The deformed
aesthetics makes many women
have serious body anxiety and
appearance anxiety. This group
of works describes the process
of a female eating disorder from
illness to recovery, it aims to
make more people understand
and pay attention to eating disorder. The work has a Chinese
style, using zodiac animals and
traditional Chinese patterns.
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Yin
Ye
(CHI)

Yingxi
Jin
(GBR)

yinye1218@gmail.com

ikkonzjin@gmail.com

g Repair the forest. Climate
change has become a serious
global issue, and I hope to arouse
everyone’s attention to climate
change through this work.
Forests are an important part of
the climate solution, and protecting them and restoring existing
natural ecosystems is now the
most important link.

H Sight. In this series, I tried
to use my drawing language to
share my senses with the people
who watched this picture, and
through my personal perspective to share with them the world
in my eyes and the story of the
moment I watched it. From the
hole on the bridge that is only
for decoration to the sky divided
by wires, all the scenes are
derived from everyday ordinary
content. But under my sight,
these contents have generated
topics that I want to share.
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Zhaoran
Song
(CHI)

Zhuoyan
Hu
(GBR)

otorisongsong@gmail.com

clipzero123@gmail.com

g The work Spring Morn was
inspired by Pippa’s Song.On
the basis of this poem,I use the
skylark for make a connection
in this illustrations.In the illustrations,I still painted the street
life.I love such a peaceful,noisy
and a strong personal theme.

H kamikakushi Museum..
This is the story of a legendary
museum. From the perspective of microscopic nature, I
envision that natural magic will
be the main creative point of
this world, and encompasses
all kinds of rare and exotic
animals in the world, managed
by a white-haired young man
here. I created this museum
as a utopian existence in this
fast-developing reality. I named
it “kamikakushi Museum”. This
also has the meaning of divine
hiding.
University of the Arts London
Teacher—Frania Hall
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